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Israel’s national memorial website, Ministry of Defense

Ernst Ehrmann’s memorial page is missing his photo as well as the names of 
his parents, date and place of birth and a detailed life story.
The research will also amend various listed details.

Private Ernst Ehrmann
Yishuv volunteers to the British Army
Died 31.8.1940
Burial place unknown, a memorial stone is found at London Tower

Life story
Ernst was a motorist on SS Har-Zion. At the outbreak of WWII, Har Zion was attached to the 
British Merchant Navy and sailed between British and Mediterranean ports. In 1940 it took 
part in the efforts to break the siege of German submarines on Britain and was one of the 
ships to pass through the Atlantic Ocean. When Har Zion was on its way from Britain to the 
United States, it was hit by a German submarine and drowned with 33 crew memberso n 
board, 17 of which were volunteers from Eretz Yisrael and Ernst among them.  

A research conducted in 2017 found that he is commemorated on Tower Hill in London, on 
panel 55. He was aged 37 and held the rank of Fireman. 

Free translation of the existing information:



Merchant Navy casualty index card

Source: Ancestry.com

Description: Among listed details are his address of residence (17 Nordau Street, Haifa), the name 
of his mother (Charlotte), estimated age (37) and his rank (Fireman – which was a duty in the ship’s 
steam engine).



List of Eretz-Yisrael volunteers to the British Army

Source: “Toldot HaHitnadvut” / Yoav Gelber (Volume 4, page 316)

Description: Ernst’s full name is given as Ernst-Heinrich Ehrmann and he is 
listed in association with the Merchant Navy.



Birth record

Source: Ancetsry.com

Description: 

A birth record for Ernst Heinrich Ehrmann was 
recorded in Berlin on October 15, 1901 to his 
father Friedrich Emanuel Ehrmann and mother 
Charlotte nee Heymann.

The register of birth was made in the borough of 
Carlottenburg.



Marriage record for his parents

Source: Ancetsry.com

Description: 

Friedrich Emanuel Ehrmann and Charlotte Heymann were married in Berlin 1898.



Certificate of naturalization

Source: Israel State Archive

Description: Ehrmann, a native of 
Charlottenburg, was a divorced man living in 
Haifa (6 Yechiel Street, Hadar HaCarmel
neighborhood). His profession is listed as a 
fisherman.



Naturalization file

Source: Israel State Archive

Description:

Supporting documents attached to 
Ehrmann’s naturalization file provide further 
details on his family status.

A document from 1930 confirms he was 
divorced from Erika Wunsch. At the time of 
issue of the document, he was a bank 
employee and lived in the borough of 
Schmargendorf in Berlin. His full address is 
given as 10 Franzensbaderstrasse.



Life story

Source: Ehrmann family

Description:

Ernst worked as a banker in Berlin, where in 1923 he married Erika
Wunsch. Together they had moved to live in Munich where in
1924 their only daughter was born. Numerous years later, the
family returned to Berlin. In 1931, their marriage ended in divorce.
Ernst wished to return to his academic studies and profess in
economy and business administration, but soon after the Nazi
party gained power in 1933, he made preparations to leave for
Palestine. For that purpose, he moved to live in Hamburg and
trained as a fisherman. After gaining his certificate to leave, in the
summer of 1936 he left Germany.
After leaving the country, communication with his family was
scarce. Stories relate to him living in a Kibbutz and possibly being a
member in one of the Jewish militant organizations in fight for
independence.
In 1938, Ernst took his first journey as a seaman. He later joined
the Merchant Navy. Upon boarding “Har Zion” he notified his
sister in Boston f his expected arrival to America, but did not
complete his journey.



Marriage record

Source: Ancestry.com

Description: The marriage record for Ernst Heinrich Ehrmann and Erika Magdalena Hewig Wunsch 
was registered in Berlin on December 22, 1923.



1931/2 address book for the Jewish community of Germany 

Source: Ancestry.com

Description: A listing for Ehrmann is found in Charlottenburg, at 47 Mommsenstrasse.



jmberlin.de

Mommsen street, Charlottenburg, Berlin



List of immigrants to Eretz Yisrael

Source: Israel State Archive

Description: Ernst Ehrmann was recorded 
as a passenger on the ship “Palestine” 
which arrived at the Port of Haifa on July 
13, 1936.



Border Control listings in Palestine

Source: Israel State Archive

Description:

Ehrmann’s naturalization record includes 
an entry for a “frontier control” exit and 
entry on board of the SS Hanne, leaving 
on December 30, 1938 and returning on 
January 15, 1939.



SS Hanne

Source: sapanut.org.il

Description:  The SS Hanne was generally used as a cargo ship and operated in Palestine between 
1937 and until its attachment to the Merchant Navy in 1941.



Daily operation reports of the Port of Haifa

Source: Israel State Archive

Description:  At the time of Ehrmann’s association 
with SS Hanne, it is confirmed it was used as a 
cargo ship. The SS Hanne arrived to the Port of 
Haifa in December 1938 as a carrier of timber, left 
for its journey and returned two weeks later 
carrying cattle and poultry.



Ship movement reports from the Port of Haifa

Source: Israel State Archive

Description:  Further reports confirm the nature of 
SS Hanne as a cargo ship, suggesting Ehrmann was 
possibly a crew member and not a passenger.

The ship movement reports elaborate on the 
contents of the ship’s cargo.



Crew of SS Har Zion

Source: Israel State Archive

Description:  Ehrmann’s name is found in ongoing 
correspondence regarding the crew of SS Har Zion, 
alongside his rank as Fireman.



SS Har Zion casualty list

Source:
Compendium of Merchant Navy losses from WWII 

Description: 

The name of Ehrmann is listed among the casualties of 
SS Har Zion “sunk by German submarine U 59 in North 
Atlantic, 110m W Skerrymore”.

The ship “sailed from Liverpool on passage to 
Savannah in convoy Ob 205 with 120t fertiliser and 
1,000 cases spirit”



SS Har Zion



SS Har Zion 

Source:
Danny Zimrin’s blog on shipping history of Israel

Description: 

Free translation from the insert on SS Har Zion:

“At the end of August 1940 Har Zion was torpedoed by a U-
38 German submarine, commanded by Heinrich Liebe. It 
was on its way from Liverpool to the port of Savannah in 
the US, which indicates that the old ship, which was used 
up to this point for short journeys, was found fit to cross the 
Atlantic. Not much is known on the circumstances of its 
drowning: Such events were so common during the war, 
that only basic details are known. It seems that the weather 
was extremely stormy, a lifeboat that was used had turned 
over in the water and the seafarers tat were in it 
surrendered to the cold - all but one, a Greek-Cypriot who 
survived long hours in the stormy water and collected by a 
British vessel. Here (in Palestine) the story hit chords, as 17 
of the dead were local and this was still in the early stages 
of the war. Attached is a letter sent to the families f the 
deceased.”



Tower Hill Memorial, London, UK

Source: Brian Watson, www.benjidog.co.uk



Merchant Navy Memorial, Haifa, Israel

Source: Wikipedia (by Hanay)



Memorial for the Yishuv volunteers in World War II, Jerusalem, Israel

Source: BillionGraves



Garden of the Missing in Action, Jerusalem, Israel

Source: Wikipedia (by Farouk)



Ehrmann family

Source: Wyner Family Jewish Heritage Center, New England Historic Genealogical Society

Description:  Immigration records for Charlotte Ehrmann detail her family status as a widow and 
mother of three: Johannes (1899, resident of Brazil), Ernst (1901, deceased) and Sibylle (1906, 
resident of Brazil).



Ehrmann family tree

Source: Ancestry.com

Description: 

The Ehrmann family tree 
includes details of his daughter 
Eleonore (1924-1969) and the 
second marriage for his wife 
Erika (1900-1996) who married 
Karl Wunsch and had 3 more 
children.



Ehrmann family – Fate of father Friedrich Ehrmann

Grave of Friedrich Ehrmann
Weißensee cemetery, Berlin

Source: JOWBR

Friedrich Ehrmann’s death certificate
Berlin, 1924

Source: Ancetsry.com



Ehrmann family – Fate of mother Charlotte Ehrmann

Grave of CharlotteEhrmann
Butantã cemetery, Brazil

Source: Findagrave

Charlotte Ehrmann’s death certificate
Brazil, 1967

Source: Ancetsry.com

Source: Familysearch



Ehrmann family – Fate of sister Sibylle Ehrmann

Description: Sibylle Ehrmann emigrated in 1937 to the United 
States and later in 1962 to Brazil. She died in 1982 and was 
unmarried.

Source: Familysearch

Source: Ancestry



Ehrmann family – Fate of brother Joahnnes Ehrmann

Source: Familysearch

Description: Johannes Ehrmann emigrated to Brazil, where he died in 1988. His daughter Evelyn 
lived in Brazil.


